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Yona of the Dawn Vol. 10 continues the epic tale of Princess Yona's journey
of self-discovery, love, and redemption. In this volume, Yona and her
companions face new challenges and dangers as they search for a way to
restore the kingdom of Kouka.

After the events of the previous volume, Yona and her companions have
finally reached the Kingdom of Xing. However, they quickly learn that Xing
is not the peaceful haven they had hoped for. The kingdom is in the midst
of a civil war, and Yona and her friends are caught in the crossfire.

As Yona and her companions struggle to survive, they must also confront
their own personal demons. Yona must come to terms with her own past as
a princess and her role in the kingdom of Kouka. Hak must face his own
feelings for Yona and decide whether or not he is willing to risk his life for
her.
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Yona of the Dawn Vol. 10 is a gripping and emotional tale of love, loss, and
redemption. This volume is a must-read for fans of the series and for
anyone who enjoys a good adventure story.

About the Author

Mizho Kusanagi is a Japanese manga artist best known for her work on
Yona of the Dawn. Kusanagi was born in Saitama, Japan in 1980. She
began her career as a manga artist in 2003, and her first series, Akatsuki
no Yona, was published in 2009. Yona of the Dawn has been a critical and
commercial success, and has been adapted into an anime television
series.

Reviews

"Yona of the Dawn Vol. 10 is a thrilling and emotional installment in this
epic fantasy series. Mizho Kusanagi's storytelling is masterful, and her
characters are complex and relatable. I can't wait to see what happens
next!" - Comic Book Resources

"Yona of the Dawn Vol. 10 is a must-read for fans of the series and for
anyone who enjoys a good adventure story. This volume is full of action,
romance, and drama, and it will leave you on the edge of your seat until the
very end." - IGN

Free Download Your Copy Today

Yona of the Dawn Vol. 10 is available now from all major book retailers.
Free Download your copy today and experience the epic journey of
Princess Yona!
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Uncover the Thrilling Mystery in "It Ain't Over,
Cole Srexx"
Prepare yourself for a literary journey that will leave you breathless and
yearning for more! "It Ain't Over, Cole Srexx" is a gripping mystery...

How to Stay True to Yourself and Stand Out
From the Crowd
In a world that constantly bombards us with messages telling us who we
should be and what we should do, it can be difficult to stay true to
ourselves....
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